
Impact of the Abraham Path project in Palestine
2007-2022

Abraham Path Initiative (API) began catalyzing a walking trail in the Palestinian countryside in
2007. With investments of funding and expertise we worked with local stakeholders to begin
mapping a walking route along the spine of the West Bank, along which many small towns
would benefit from the arrival of walking tourists. We engaged with local NGOs to create a new
organization that would eventually take on management and maintenance of the Abraham Path
or Masar Ibrahim, as the trail was known until 2020.

Key support for our vision came in 2014, when API
won a major grant from the World Bank. We could
now invest $3.324 million in the development of
the Abraham Path (Masar Ibrahim al Khalil). The
newly created NGO, Masar Ibrahim al Khalil
(MIAK), became our implementing partner, that
implemented API’s design and trail plan. By 2018,
the trail was 330 km long. The World Bank
considers this one of their most successful grants.
See attachment, Tourism Matters.  World Bank
Group “Tourism Matters,” April 2019).

We helped 51 trail guides become certified. We
activated 28 homestay host families. 22 women’s
associations participated along the trail, with
supplies and home-made products for walkers to
bring home.

In the fall of 2020, MIAK became the Palestinian
Heritage Trail.

National Geographic ranked this trail #1 of the best new walking trails of 2014 and 2019.
 Upwards of 80,000 people have walked segments of the trail, bringing revenue and visibility to
marginalized communities along the spine of the beautiful and diverse Palestinian countryside.
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https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/travel/2019/04/10-best-new-walking-trails?deliveryName=DM11150


In 2018, the last year of the World Bank-funded project, actual income for participating
Palestinians reached a record high of $4,873,024.50, surpassing target value by nearly 30%.

An increase in project beneficiaries is noted
throughout the project. At the end of API’s
five-year investment, more than half of our
direct beneficiaries were women.

Additional accomplishments during the
five-year engagement period include:

● 46,894 annual total # of walkers that
hired guides and stayed overnight

● 58 partner NGO staff were trained on
income generation strategies,
management systems, financial
management and procurement

● 10 familiarization trips were
organized for international media and
tour operators. 

● 18 international fairs have been
attended to promote the Masar
internationally

● PNN firm, a local press agency based in Bethlehem, has been contracted as PR firm
● Promotional materials have been created including brochures, postcards, T-shirts,

posters, brochures, maps, and walker “passports”
● All materials available in Arabic, English and French to reach a broad audience
● Creation of a new website in Arabic, English and French

In years following the World Bank
project, Abraham Path has brought
150 students from UNRWA
community schools to walk on
these trails, offering a first outing
beyond gated and guarded walls to
many young people. See the
attached press release and watch a
video of the young people walking
the Wadi Qelt, here.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMCIafp-zUM


API continues promoting Palestine as an experiential tourism destination. Except for COVID’s
first two years, tour operators and guides, homestay hosts and hotels, have been almost fully
booked. This video brings you to the trail with a guide and into a homestay.

The Abraham Path is a US-based not-for-profit, founded at Harvard University.

For more information, contact Anisa Mehdi, Executive Director:
+1-973-476-2800 (WhatsApp)

anisa@abrahampath.org
www.abrahampath.org
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVKYEE-FZm8&t=44s
mailto:anisa@abrahampath.org

